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“As we all know, there is nothing this author loves more than a 
scandal, and tonight's soiree promises more than its fair share, 
courtesy of the recently widowed Lady Trowbridge. Some may 
call her celebrations too provocative, and I would caution any 
young lady from getting caught up in the sensual nature of her 
fêtes. For one scandalous move between an unwed couple, 
a wayward touch or, heaven forbid, a kiss, would banish any 
young lady from society in a trail of ruin.” 

~ Lady Whistledown, S1 Ep4
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Simon & Daphne, Bridgerton S1 (2020)



“All is fair in love and war, but some battles leave no victor, 
only a trail of broken hearts that makes us wonder if the price 
we pay is ever worth the fight. The ones we love have the power 
to inflict the greatest scars. …The bond between man and 
bride is private, sacred. But I must tell you, I have learned that a 
grave fraud is afoot. …Desperate times may call for desperate 
measures, but I would wager many will think her actions 
beyond the pale. Perhaps she thought it her only option, or 
perhaps she knows no shame. But I ask you, can the ends ever 
justify such wretched means?” 

~ Lady Whistledown, S1 Ep6



Kate & Anthony, Bridgerton S2 (2022)

Anthony: “Please go inside. 
Go in…side.”
Kate: “What did I tell you 
about you and your 
orders?”
Anthony: “I will stop.”
Kate: “Do not stop.”
Anthony: “I will stop.”
Kate: “Do. Not. Stop.”

~ S2 Ep7













“The kiss was so huge for Colbourne, a real lead up of longing. 
He hasn’t been able to be like that with someone for such a 
long time, and he’s able to unload emotionally. Leading up to 
the kiss, so much baggage has been hanging over him for so 
long that it is incredibly powerful for him.”

~ Ben Lloyd-Hughes 
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